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Background: The concept of single-nucleon shells constitutes a basic pillar of our understanding of nuclear structure. Effective single-particle energies (ESPEs) introduced by French and Baranger represent the most appropriate tool to relate many-body observables to a single-nucleon shell structure. As briefly discussed in [T. Duguet, G. Hagen, Phys. Rev. C \textbf{85}, 034330 (2012)], the dependence of ESPEs on one-nucleon transfer probability matrices makes them purely theoretical quantities that “run” with the non-observable resolution scale \( \lambda \) employed in the calculation.

Purpose: Given that ESPEs provide a way to interpret the many-body problem in terms of simpler theoretical ingredients, the goal is to specify the terms, i.e. the exact sense and conditions, in which this interpretation can be conducted meaningfully.

Methods: While the nuclear shell structure is both scale and scheme dependent, the present study focuses on the former. A detailed discussion is provided to illustrate the scale (in)dependence of observables and non-observables and the reasons why ESPEs, i.e. the shell structure, belong to the latter category. State-of-the-art multi-reference in-medium similarity renormalization group and self-consistent Gorkov Green’s function many-body calculations are employed to corroborate the formal analysis. This is done by comparing the behavior of several observables and of non-observable ESPEs (and spectroscopic factors) under (quasi) unitary similarity renormalization group transformations of the Hamiltonian parameterized by the resolution scale \( \lambda \).

Results: The formal proofs are confirmed by the results of ab initio many-body calculations in their current stage of implementation. In practice, the unitarity of the similarity transformations is broken due to the omission of induced many-body interactions beyond three-body operators and to the non-exact treatment of the many-body Schrödinger equation. The impact of this breaking is first characterized by quantifying the artificial running of observables over a (necessarily) finite interval of \( \lambda \) values. Then, the genuine running of ESPEs is characterized and shown to be convincingly larger than the one of observables (which would be zero in an exact calculation).

Conclusions: The non-observable nature of the nuclear shell structure, i.e. the fact that it constitutes an intrinsically theoretical object with no counterpart in the empirical world, must be recognized and assimilated. Indeed, the shell structure cannot be determined uniquely from experimental data and cannot be talked about in an absolute sense as it depends on the non-observable resolution scale employed in the theoretical calculation. It is only at the price of fixing arbitrarily (but conveniently!) such a scale that one can establish correlations between observables and the shell structure. To some extent, fixing the resolution scale provides ESPEs (and spectroscopic factors) with a quasi-observable character. Eventually, practitioners can refer to nuclear shells and spectroscopic factors in their analyses of nuclear phenomena if, and only if, they use consistent structure and reaction theoretical schemes based on a fixed resolution scale they have agreed on prior to performing their analysis and comparisons.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of single-nucleon shells dates back to the early days of contemporary nuclear physics and constitutes the basic pillar of the nuclear shell model [1]. In fact, the notion of single-particle energy levels is a fundamental element of a large number of nuclear many-body theories and underlies our understanding of nuclear structure. Based on such a rationale, the correlated shell model has been able to explain the occurrence of extraordinarily stable configurations for specific neutron and proton numbers, known as magic numbers. The universal character of those magic numbers away from the valley of beta stability remains an open question [2] currently receiving considerable experimental and theoretical attention, e.g. see Refs. [3–9]. Whether a certain nucleon number qualifies as a (new) magic number cannot be postulated a priori. Experimentally, several quantities are measured to make such an assessment, e.g., the excitation energy and the collective character of the first \( 2^+ \) state, the size of the gap in the one-nucleon addition/removal spectrum, etc. Theoretically, the same quantities need to be computed by solving the many-body Schrödinger equation with sufficient accuracy in or-
of the first 2\(^{+}\) excitation energy of selected \(^{48}\)Ca isotopes on the basis of a \(pf\) shell-model calculation. The phenomenological GXPF1 \([11]\) and KB3G \([12]\) interactions both yield a high 2\(^{+}\) excitation energy and a large neutron \(p_{3/2} - f_{7/2}\) shell gap in \(^{48}\)Ca, but give very different predictions for the neutron-rich \(^{54}\)Ca: GXPF1 predicts a large \(f_{5/2} - p_{1/2}\) gap and high 2\(^{+}\) energy, KB3G the opposite.

It is thus fair to say that the current paradigm underlining our understanding of nuclear structure provides the single-nucleon shell structure with a certain degree of “reality”. As a matter of fact, reference to an underlying single-particle spectrum is almost systematically made to explain the characteristics and the evolution of low-energy observables in nuclei. Still, such a systematic reference raises basic questions given that individual nucleons do not occupy stationary single-particle states inside a correlated system. This relates to the fact that the only unambiguously defined problem that one can aim at addressing is the interacting many-body problem, which translates into solving the A-body Schrödinger eigenvalue equation

\[
H |\Psi^A_k\rangle = E^A_k |\Psi^A_k\rangle ,
\]

and/or its time-dependent counterpart. While the outcome of the former takes the form of A-body energies \(E^A_k\) and associated A-body states \(|\Psi^A_k\rangle\), the latter provides reaction cross sections \(\sigma(A_k + Bi \rightarrow C_m + D_n)\) associated with many-body systems transitioning from an initial state \(|\Psi^A_{\text{initial}}\rangle = |\Psi^A_k\rangle \otimes |\Psi^B_k\rangle\) to a final state \(|\Psi^A_{\text{final}}\rangle = |\Psi^C_m\rangle \otimes |\Psi^D_n\rangle\). As such, single-nucleon shells do not appear explicitly in the formulation of the problem of interest.

The closest accessible quantities relate to the dynamics of a nucleon that is added to or removed from the A-body correlated system, i.e., one-nucleon addition and removal energies \(E^\pm_k\) along with associated\(^{2}\) reaction cross sections \(\sigma^\pm_k\). As will be discussed in detail below, the computation of ESPEs, \(\epsilon^\text{cent \(p\)} (\lambda)\), combines one-nucleon addition and removal energies \(E^\pm_k\) with associated spectroscopic probability matrices, \(S^\pm_k(\lambda)\). The dependence of ESPEs on the latter make them \textit{intrinsically} non-observable quantities that change with the resolution scale \(\lambda\) employed in the theoretical description of the system. Thus, a unitary transformation of the Hamiltonian \(H(\lambda) \rightarrow H(\lambda')\) changes the ESPE spectrum \(\epsilon^\text{cent \(p\)} (\lambda) \neq \epsilon^\text{cent \(p\)} (\lambda')\) while leaving true observables invariant, e.g. \(E^\pm_k(\lambda) = E^\pm_k(\lambda')\). Expanding on the brief discussion and the limited numerical illustrations provided in Ref. \([13]\), the goal of the present paper is to

---

\(^1\) It must be made very clear that “ESPE” refers throughout the present paper to the full Baranger-French definition of single-particle energies. In the traditional shell model, “ESPE” usually refers to single-particle energies obtained by averaging over the monopole part of the Hamiltonian on the basis of a naive filling in an a priori given single-particle basis. The latter denotes an approximate version of the full Baranger-French definition obtained by omitting the correlations at play in the exact solution of the many-body problem.

\(^2\) The shorthand notation \(\sigma^\pm_k\) is used as a way to avoid specifying which reaction mechanism, e.g. which companion nucleus, is used to transfer a nucleon to/from the nucleus of interest.
further characterize the non-observable character of the nuclear shell structure by presenting a detailed formal analysis along with systematic results obtained from ab initio many-body calculations.

The discussion proposed here is not meant to disqualify the notion of shell structure and the use of ESPEs in our interpretation of experimental data but to specify the terms, i.e., the exact sense and conditions, in which this can be done meaningfully. Still, it is crucial to state upfront that the non-observable character of the shell structure establishes that nuclear shells have no counterpart in the empirical world, i.e. in experiment, and that any apparent correlation between ESPEs and actual observables can only exist in a non-absolute sense. Indeed, ESPEs change with a “parameter” that is internal to the theory and that can be tuned at will without modifying actual observables. As will appear below, this “parameter” presently takes the form of a momentum scale \( \lambda \) parameterizing families of unitary transformations that can be arbitrarily applied on the many-body Hilbert space. While these unitary transformations do not modify the physics output, i.e., true observables\(^3\) \( O \), they typically change any quantity that results from partitioning these observables, e.g. \( O \equiv \sigma_1(\lambda) + \sigma_2(\lambda) \) or \( O \equiv \sigma_1(\lambda) \times \sigma_2(\lambda) \).

The non-observable nature of the one-nucleon momentum distribution [14], of spectroscopic factors [15], or of the one-nucleon shell structure [13] is not as esoteric or shocking as it may seem at first as it parallels situations encountered in other fields of physics. As a matter of fact, quantum mechanics and quantum field theories possess internal degrees of freedom (e.g. the gauge symmetry) that are essential to their formulation but that are not observable, i.e., nothing in the empirical world can fix their value. Eventually, one can fix this freedom arbitrarily (and conveniently) such that non-observable quantities depending on it acquire a fixed value as well. Still, one must comply with the fact that the behavior of observables cannot be correlated with non-observable quantities in an absolute sense, but only when the internal degree of freedom is fixed to a particular value. Conversely, it is mandatory to agree on the way to fix this freedom prior to doing any comparison or even formulating any discourse on non-observable quantities [13, 14]. The very same care associated with partitioning or factorizing observables is also routine in the discussion of parton distributions in hadronic physics (see, e.g., [16]).

The non-observable character of ESPEs make them both resolution scale and theoretical scheme dependent. The present paper focuses on the former by studying at length the “running” of ESPEs with the scale \( \lambda \) characterizing similarity renormalization group (SRG) transformations of the Hamiltonian [17]. Figure 2 anticipates this discussion by illustrating this feature from a microscopic shell model calculation [18–20] of \(^{22,24}\)O. This calculation is performed in a sd valence space and is based on realistic two-nucleon (2N) and three-nucleon (3N) chiral effective field theory (\( \chi \)-EFT) interactions (see, e.g., [21, 22]) that are evolved to low momenta and further renormalized to the sd shell through third-order many-body perturbation theory [18]. The resolution scale characterizing the 2N interaction is varied from 1.8 to 2.2 fm\(^{-1}\) while keeping the regulator of the 3N interaction unchanged [23]. In Fig. 2 the resulting values of the Fermi gap in the Baranger ESPE spectrum are compared with the first 2\(^+\) excitation energies. We observe that, while the ESPE Fermi gap typically changes by more than 2 MeV, the 2\(^+\) excitation energy varies by less than 200 keV. Moreover, whereas the Fermi gap is relatively close to the 2\(^+\) energy for the highest resolution scale, it can differ by up to 2.5 MeV for the lowest one. Consequently, after varying the resolution scale the correlation between both quantities alluded to in connection with Fig. 1 is no longer present, even on a qualitative level, while the observable 2\(^+\) excitation energy is unchanged.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II provides the detailed formal basis for the proper definition of ESPEs and to characterize their non-observable nature. Section III illustrates the formal proofs via state-of-the-art many-body calculations based on \( \chi \)-EFT 2N and 3N interactions. Conclusions are given in Sec. IV.

II. NUCLEAR SHELL ENERGIES

A. Rationale

As already alluded to above, the interest of referring to single-nucleon shells resides in the hypothesis that low-
energy observables reflect key patterns of the ESPE spectrum. Besides 2\(^+\) excitation energies, this is supposed to apply first and foremost to one-nucleon separation energies \(E_k^\pm\). Such a rationale translates into the assumption that the observables can be partitioned into a dominant “independent-particle-like” component complemented by many-body correlations, i.e., that one can write schematically

\[
E_k^\pm = e_p + \Delta E_{p-k}.
\]

Outcomes of Schrödinger equation

Ind. particles

Correlations

Equation (2) is a basic tenet of numerous many-body methods. For instance, in many-body perturbation theory, the independent-particle-like contribution refers to a chosen zeroth-order approximation. As such, it is the eigenvalue associated with an ad hoc one-body potential given a priori, e.g., of harmonic-oscillator (HO) or Woods-Saxon type. Alternatively, it can stem from a one-body potential that is derived from an auxiliary condition, e.g., the Hartree-Fock (HF) potential that results from minimizing the correlation contribution to the total binding energy. Another prime example is density functional theory (DFT), where single-particle energies are generated by a local one-body potential that emerges as a result of the constraint that the one-body local density of the Kohn-Sham Slater determinant matches the density of the Kohn-Sham Slater determinant [26, 27].

We first specify the second-quantized form of the Hamiltonian entering Eq. (1). It is expressed in an arbitrary single-particle basis as

\[
H = T + V^{2N} + V^{3N} + \ldots = \sum_{pq} t_{pq} a_p^\dagger a_q + \left( \frac{1}{2!} \right)^2 \sum_{pqrs} U_{pqrs} a_p^\dagger a_q^\dagger a_s a_r + \left( \frac{1}{3!} \right)^2 \sum_{pqrsstu} \tau_{pqrsstu} a_p^\dagger a_q^\dagger a_s a_t a_r a_u a_v + \ldots,
\]

where \(U_{pqrs}\) and \(\tau_{pqrsstu}\) denote antisymmetrized matrix elements of 2N and 3N interactions while dots symbolize omitted higher-body forces.

Next, we introduce the probability amplitudes \(U_\mu (V_\nu)\) to reach a specific eigenstate \(|\Psi^{A+1}_\mu\rangle (|\Psi^{A-1}_\nu\rangle)\) of the \(A+1 (A-1)\) system by adding (removing) a nucleon in (from) a single-particle state to (from) the ground state \(|\Psi^A_0\rangle\) of an even-even system. Those amplitudes characterize direct one-nucleon addition and removal processes and can be expanded in an arbitrary, e.g., spherical, single-particle basis \(\{a_\mu\}\) according to

\[
U_\mu = \langle \Psi^A_0 | a_\mu | \Psi^{A+1}_\mu \rangle, \quad V_\nu = \langle \Psi^A_0 | a_\nu^\dagger | \Psi^{A-1}_\nu \rangle.
\]

From these amplitudes, one builds spectroscopic probability matrices for the nucleon addition and removal, \(S^+_{\mu} \equiv U_\mu U_\mu^\dagger\) and \(S^-_{\nu} \equiv V_\nu V_\nu^T\), respectively. Their elements are

\[
S^+_{\mu pq} = \langle \Psi^A_0 | a_\mu | \Psi^{A+1}_{pq} \rangle \langle \Psi^{A+1}_{pq} | a_\nu^\dagger | \Psi^A_0 \rangle, \quad S^-_{\nu pq} = \langle \Psi^A_0 | a_\mu^\dagger | \Psi^{A-1}_{pq} \rangle \langle \Psi^{A-1}_{pq} | a_\nu | \Psi^A_0 \rangle.
\]

Tracing the latter matrices over the one-body Hilbert space \(H_1\) provides spectroscopic factors

\[
SF^+_{\mu} \equiv \text{Tr}_{H_1} [S^+_{\mu}] = \sum_{p \in H_1} |U_\mu|^2, \quad SF^-_{\nu} \equiv \text{Tr}_{H_1} [S^-_{\nu}] = \sum_{p \in H_1} |V_\nu|^2,
\]

which are nothing but the norms of the spectroscopic amplitudes. A spectroscopic factor sums the probabilities that an eigenstate of the \(A+1 (A-1)\) system can be

Interestingly, such a constraint forces the single-particle energy of the last occupied Kohn-Sham orbital to match the one-fermion removal energy to the ground-state of the \((A-1)\)-body system. This property is usually referred to as Koopmans’-like theorem of DFT. It, however, does not apply to any of the other Kohn-Sham single-particle energies that happen to have a non-trivial connection to one-nucleon separation energies [24]. In practice, the validity of Koopmans’-like theorem of DFT is often compromised by spurious self-interaction problems [25]. Correcting for such an issue typically calls for orbital-dependent density functionals [26, 27].

Considering that \(|\Psi^A_0\rangle\) is a \(J^\pi = 0^+\) state and working with a spherical basis \(\{a_\mu\}\), i.e. \(p \equiv (n, \pi, j, m, \tau)\), Wigner-Eckart’s theorem states that the single-particle operator picks out the angular momentum, the parity and the isospin projection of the \(A\pm 1\) state the transfer goes to; i.e. \(j_\pi = J_\pi, \pi = \Pi_\pi\) and \(\tau = T_\tau - T_\tau\). Additionally, one can prove that \(m = M (-M)\) for \(U_k (V_k)\) where \(M\) is the total angular-momentum projection of the \(A\pm 1\) state.
described as a nucleon added to (removed from) a single-particle state on top of the ground state of the A-nucleon system.

One can then gather the complete spectroscopic information associated with one-nucleon addition and removal processes into the so-called spectral function \( S(\omega) \). The spectral function denotes an energy-dependent matrix defined on \( \mathcal{H}_1 \) through

\[
S(\omega) \equiv \sum_{\mu \in \mathcal{H}_{A+1}} S^{\mu}_{\mu} \delta(\omega - E^{\mu}_{\mu}) + \sum_{\nu \in \mathcal{H}_{A-1}} S^{-\nu}_{\nu} \delta(\omega - E^{-\nu}_{\nu}),
\]

where the first (second) sum is restricted to eigenstates of \( H \) in the Hilbert space \( \mathcal{H}_{A+1} \) (\( \mathcal{H}_{A-1} \)) associated with the \( A+1 \) (\( A-1 \)) system. Note that \( S(\omega) \) is directly related to the imaginary part of Dyson’s one-body Green’s function \( G(\omega) \) [28]. Taking the trace of \( S(\omega) \) provides the spectral strength distribution (SDD)

\[
S(\omega) = \text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}_1} [S(\omega)] = \sum_{\mu \in \mathcal{H}_{A+1}} SF^{\mu}_{\mu} \delta(\omega - E^{\mu}_{\mu}) + \sum_{\nu \in \mathcal{H}_{A-1}} SF^{-\nu}_{\nu} \delta(\omega - E^{-\nu}_{\nu}),
\]

which is a basis-independent function of the energy.

We also introduce the \( n \)th moment of the spectral function

\[
M^{(n)}(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \omega^n S(\omega) d\omega,
\]

which defines an energy-independent matrix on \( \mathcal{H}_1 \). Using the anti-commutation rule of creation and annihilation operators \( \{a_p, a^\dagger_{q}\} = \delta_{pq}, \) the zero moment is shown to be nothing but the identity matrix

\[
M^{(0)} = \sum_{\mu \in \mathcal{H}_{A+1}} S^{\mu}_{\mu} + \sum_{\nu \in \mathcal{H}_{A-1}} S^{-\nu}_{\nu} = 1.
\]

This sum rule provides each diagonal matrix element of \( S(\omega) \) with the meaning of a probability distribution function (PDF) in the statistical sense, i.e., the combined probability of adding a nucleon to or removing a nucleon from a specific single-particle basis state \( |p\rangle \) integrates to 1 when summing over all the final states of the \( A \pm 1 \) systems.

The first moment \( M^{(1)} \) of the spectral function defines the so-called centroid matrix

\[
h^{\text{cent}} = \sum_{\mu \in \mathcal{H}_{A+1}} S^{\mu}_{\mu} E^{\mu}_{\mu} + \sum_{\nu \in \mathcal{H}_{A-1}} S^{-\nu}_{\nu} E^{-\nu}_{\nu}.
\]

Effective single-particle energies are nothing but the eigenvalues \( \{\epsilon^{\text{cent}}_p\} \) of the centroid field [10, 29], and they are obtained by solving

\[
h^{\text{cent}} \psi^{\text{cent}}_p = \epsilon^{\text{cent}}_p \psi^{\text{cent}}_p.
\]

Solving the eigenvalue problem (11) not only provides ESPEs but also the corresponding single-particle states the nucleon is effectively added to or removed from. The associated spherical basis of \( \mathcal{H}_1 \) is denoted as \( \{c^\dagger_p\} \).

![FIG. 3. (Color online). Self-consistent Gorkov Green’s function calculation of \( ^{74}\text{Ni} \) with a realistic 2N chiral interaction [32]. Left: spectral strength distribution for one-neutron addition (above the dashed line) and removal (below the dashed line) processes. Right: Baranger effective single-particle energies.](image)

that basis, ESPEs are expressed in terms of diagonal spectroscopic probabilities,

\[
e^{\text{cent}}_p = \sum_{\mu \in \mathcal{H}_{A+1}} S^{\mu+pp}_{\mu} E^{\mu+}_{\mu} + \sum_{\nu \in \mathcal{H}_{A-1}} S^{-\nu+pp}_{\nu} E^{-\nu+}_{\nu}.
\]

We see that ESPEs are nothing but centroids, i.e., an arithmetic average, of one-neutron separation energies weighted by the probability to reach the corresponding \( A+1 \) (\( A-1 \)) eigenstates by adding (removing) a nucleon to (from) a single-particle state \( |p\rangle \). Centroid energies are by construction in one-to-one correspondence with states spanning \( \mathcal{H}_1 \). The step from one-neutron separation energies to neutron ESPEs is illustrated in Fig. 3 for an ab initio self-consistent Gorkov Green’s function (G-SCGF) calculation [30, 31] of \( ^{74}\text{Ni} \) with a next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N^3LO) 2N chiral interaction [32] evolved down to a scale of 2 fm\(^{-1} \) via a SRG transformation (see Sec. III for details).

It is worth noting that Baranger ESPEs defined through Eqs. (10)-(12) display three fundamental properties that make them fundamentally superior to any other definition of single-particle energies used in the literature: (i) only invoke outputs of the many-body Schrödinger equation, (ii) do not depend on the single-particle basis used to expand the many-body problem and (iii) reduce to HF single-particle energies in the HF approximation, i.e., they satisfy Koopmans’ theorem [33] in such a limit. Eventually, the model-independent character of Baranger ESPEs relates to the fact they can be computed unambiguously within any (re)formulation.
(i.e. scheme) of the nuclear many-body problem, e.g.
shell model formulations, ab-initio formulations, cluster
models etc.

The fact that model-independent Baranger ESPEs re-
duce to HF single-particle energies in the HF approxima-
tion or to standard monopole ESPEs when employing a
naive filling is best seen by applying the identity [34, 35]
\[ M^{(n)}_{pq} = \langle \Psi_0^A | \{ \ldots, [a_p, H], [H], \ldots, a_q^\dagger \} | \Psi_0^A \rangle, \]  
(13)
to n = 1 [10, 36, 37]
\[ h^{\text{cent}}_{pq} = t_{pq} + \sum_{rs} \tau^{2N}_{prqs} \rho^{[1]}_{sr} + \frac{1}{4} \sum_{rduv} \tau^{2N}_{prqrsu} \rho^{[2]}_{svrt} \]  
(14)
where
\[ \rho^{[1]}_{pqrs} = \frac{\langle \Psi_0^A | a_q^\dagger a_p | \Psi_0^A \rangle}{\langle \Psi_0^A | a_q^\dagger a_p | \Psi_0^A \rangle} = \frac{V_{pq}^\ast V_{qp}^\dagger}{\langle \Psi_0^A | a_q^\dagger a_p | \Psi_0^A \rangle}, \]  
(15a)
\[ \rho^{[2]}_{pqrs} = \frac{\langle \Psi_0^A | a_q^\dagger a_q a_p^\dagger a_p | \Psi_0^A \rangle}{\langle \Psi_0^A | a_q^\dagger a_p | \Psi_0^A \rangle}, \]  
(15b)
denote one- and two-body density matrices of the cor-
related A-body ground-state, respectively. As Eq. (14)
stipulates, the centroid field is equal to the one-body
Hamiltonian \( h^\infty \equiv T + \Sigma (\infty) \) whose potential part is
nothing but the energy-independent component [36] of the
irreducible one-nucleon self-energy \( \Sigma (\omega) \) of the A-
body ground state that naturally arises in self-consistent
Green’s-function theory. Equation (14) also makes clear
that any many-body scheme capable of calculating \( \Sigma \)
and \( \rho^{[2]} \) can extract the associated Baranger ESPEs, i.e.
the definition is universal in that sense. Physically speak-
ing, \( h^\infty \) represents the average one-body field seen by a
nucleon in presence of correlations, i.e. not in a mean-
field approximation. Taking such a simplified mean-field
picture, e.g. the HF limit, one has
\[ \rho^{[2]}_{pqrs} = P^{[1]}_{pr} P^{[1]}_{qs} - P^{[1]}_{pq} P^{[1]}_{rs}, \]  
(16)
such that \( h^\infty \) reduces to the usual definition of \( h^{\text{HF}} \) for a
2N plus 3N Hamiltonian, which proves that \( e^{\text{cent}}_p = e^{\text{HF}}_p \n
C. Partitioning of one-nucleon separation energies

Let us now make the schematic partitioning intro-
duced in Eq. (2) more precise. We need to express one-
nucleon separation energies in terms of ESPEs, i.e., invert
Eq. (12). In order to achieve this goal, let us confront the
eigenvalue equation providing ESPEs (Eq. (11)) with the
one satisfied by one-nucleon addition energies \(^6\) (which de-
rives from Dyson’s equation [28])
\[ \left[ h^\infty + \Sigma^{\text{dyn}} (\omega) \right] U_\mu = E^{\mu \pm}_\mu U_\mu, \]  
(17)
where \( \Sigma^{\text{dyn}} (\omega) = \Sigma (\omega) - \Sigma (\infty) \) embodies the dynamical,
i.e. energy-dependent, part of the irreducible self-energy.
Equation (17) leads to
\[ E^{\mu \pm}_\mu \text{Tr}_{H_1} [ S^{\mu \pm}_\mu ] = \text{Tr}_{H_1} \left[ h^{\text{cent}} \Sigma^{\text{dyn}} (E^{\mu \pm}_\mu) S^{\mu \pm}_\mu \right], \]  
which, written in the centroid basis \( \{ c^\mu_p \} \) diagonalizing
\( h^\infty \), reads
\[ E^{\mu \pm}_\mu = \sum_p s^{\mu \pm pp} e^{\text{cent}}_p + \sum_{pq} s^{\mu \pm pq} \Sigma^{\text{dyn}} (E^{\mu \pm}_\mu) (E^{\mu \pm}_\mu). \]  
(18)
For each \( \mu \), the set of diagonal matrix elements \( \{ s^{\mu \pm pp} \} \) thus possesses the meaning of a PDF. Equation (18) provides a rigorous partition-
ing of one-nucleon addition energies into an independent-
particle-like contribution and a correlation contribution. Still, a given one-nucleon addition energy \( E^{\mu \pm}_\mu \) does not relate to a single ESPE such that the connection be-
tween both spectra is actually of matrix character. The
independent-particle-like contribution is the sum of all
ESPEs weighted by the probability for state \( | \Psi_\mu^A+1 \rangle \) to be obtained by adding a nucleon in the associated
centroid states on top of \( | \Psi_\mu^A \rangle \). The correlation contribution
involves all matrix elements of the dynamical part of the
self-energy evaluated at the one-nucleon addition energy
of interest.

It is essential to stress that the partitioning (18) of
the one-nucleon separation energy emerges as a direct
consequence of the exact Dyson equation [28]. We have
not made any assumption regarding the way the many-
body problem is solved to determine the ESPEs and the
dynamical self-energy. At the same time, it is impor-
tant to realize that the exact partitioning (18) does not
specify which effects are captured by the individual con-
brutions, and we will demonstrate in the following that
these details necessarily depend on the resolution scale \( \lambda \).

D. Non-observability

We now come to the central point of the present study,
i.e., the scale dependence and non-observable character
of ESPEs. The latter derives directly from the scale
dependence of spectroscopic amplitudes [14, 15] entering
the definition of the centroid Hamiltonian (Eq. (10)).

1. Description of low-energy nuclear systems

So far, our discussion was conducted under the im-
portant assumption that one starts from a fixed and a pri-
or given Hamiltonian \( H \). In the context of low-energy

\(^6\) A similar equation holds for one-nucleon removal energies \( E^{\nu \pm}_\nu \). Combining these equations of motion with Eq. (9) to recov-
er Eq. (10) provides the identity \( \Sigma^{\text{dyn}} (E^{\nu \pm}_\nu) S^{\nu \pm}_\nu + \sum_{\nu \in H_{A-1}} \Sigma^{\text{dyn}} (E^{\nu \pm}_\nu) S^{\nu \pm}_\nu = 0 \).
nuclear physics, one is, from the outset, dealing with an effective theory of the underlying Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). In this context, the paradigm is to employ \( \chi \)-EFT [38–40] whose main merits are (i) to formulate the problem at hand in terms of relevant low-energy degrees of freedom (pions and nucleons) while retaining the (chiral) symmetry (breaking) of QCD, (ii) to provide a systematic framework for constructing all relevant interactions and the operators associated with other observables, and (iii) to explain the phenomenologically observed hierarchy of nuclear interactions, i.e., \( 2N \) interactions are more important than \( 3N \) interactions, which themselves dominate \( 4N \) forces, etc. This hierarchy is generated by the power counting that organizes the infinite set of interaction terms in the \( \chi \)-EFT Lagrangian [21, 41] according to their scaling with \((Q/\Lambda_\chi)^\nu\). Here, \( Q \) is a characteristic momentum scale for low-momentum processes and degrees of freedom, while \( \Lambda_\chi \), the so-called chiral-symmetry-breaking scale, denotes the hard scale that characterizes omitted degrees of freedom and drives the low-energy constants in the chiral Lagrangian. \( \chi \)-EFT emphasizes that any self-adjoint operator associated with an observable, including the Hamiltonian, is effective and thus depends on an intrinsic resolution scale \( \Lambda_\chi \). At a given order in \((Q/\Lambda_\chi)^\nu\), operators of interest are schematically given by

\[
O \equiv \sum_\nu O^{(\nu)} \equiv O^{1N} + O^{2N} + \ldots + O^{AN} ,
\]

and necessarily contain up to \( A \)-body components as already alluded to above for the Hamiltonian. For instance, \( V^{2N} \) first contributes to \( H \) at leading order (LO) while \( V^{3N} \) enters at next-to-next-to leading order (N\(^2\)LO) when using Weinberg’s power counting (see, e.g., [21, 41, 42]).

Eventually, solving the \( A \)-body Schrödinger equation (Eq. (1)) provides not only eigenfunctions \( |\Psi_k^A\rangle \) and eigenenergies \( E_k^A \) of \( H \) but also other quantities of interest computed through, e.g., the average value \( O^A_k \equiv \langle \Psi_k^A | O | \Psi_k^A \rangle \) of associated self-adjoint operators in a given eigenstate of \( H \).

### 2. Unitary transformation

We consider a starting nuclear Hamiltonian \( H \) built within \( \chi \)-EFT at a given order in the employed power counting. The Hamiltonian carries an intrinsic resolution scale characterized by both \( \Lambda_\chi \) and the regularization cutoff(s) \( \Lambda_{AN} \) that is introduced by the particular scheme used to renormalize many-body amplitudes at a given chiral order.

Given this effective Hamiltonian, one is free to proceed to a unitary transformation \( U(\lambda) \) over Fock space. The real variable \( \lambda \) parametrizing the transformation typically denotes a momentum scale that characterizes the range of coupling between low and high momenta (within the interval defined by the intrinsic resolution scale of the starting \( H \), which is itself a matter of choice) in the resulting Hamiltonian that takes the “running” form

\[
H(\lambda) \equiv U(\lambda)HU^\dagger(\lambda) \equiv T + V^{2N}(\lambda) + V^{3N}(\lambda) + \ldots ,
\]

where \( V^{AN}(\lambda) \) changes with the scale \( \lambda \). Even if the starting Hamiltonian \( H \) were to contain only, e.g., one and two-body operators, its unitarily equivalent partner \( H(\lambda) \) would in general contain (hopefully small) higher-body operators, which eventually truncate at the \( A \)-body level when applying the Hamiltonian on the \( A \)-body Hilbert space \( \mathcal{H}_A \). Applying this unitary transformation to the Schrödinger equation, we obtain

\[
H(\lambda)|\Psi^A_\mu(\lambda)\rangle = E^A_k|\Psi^A_\mu(\lambda)\rangle ,
\]

where

\[
|\Psi^A_\mu(\lambda)\rangle \equiv U(\lambda)|\Psi^A_\mu\rangle ,
\]

such that the eigenvalues \( E^A_k \) remain unchanged, while the many-body wave functions run with \( \lambda \). Similarly, other operators transform under \( U(\lambda) \) according to

\[
O(\lambda) \equiv U(\lambda)OU^\dagger(\lambda) \equiv O^{1N}(\lambda) + O^{2N}(\lambda) + O^{3N}(\lambda) + \ldots .
\]

A key aspect of quantum mechanics concerns the assessment of the physical results, i.e. observables, must remain unchanged under this unitary transformation. The consistent transformation of operators and many-body wave-functions ensures that eigenspectra of transformed operators, or more generally amplitudes of transformed operators between transformed states, including many-body cross sections, are indeed invariant under \( U(\lambda) \) [43].

An issue arises whenever a quantity is defined under the assumption that the associated operator should not be transformed under \( U(\lambda) \). This is the case for one-nucleon spectroscopic amplitudes that are defined at any \( \lambda \) as

\[
U^\dagger_\mu(\lambda) \equiv \langle \Psi^A_\mu(\lambda) | a^\dagger_\mu | \Psi^A_{\mu+1}(\lambda) \rangle ,
\]

\[
V^\dagger_\mu(\lambda) \equiv \langle \Psi^A_\mu(\lambda) | a^\dagger_\mu a_\mu | \Psi^A_{\mu-1}(\lambda) \rangle ,
\]

i.e., only the many-body states involved run with \( \lambda \), not the operator. As a result, spectroscopic amplitudes undoubtedly vary with \( \lambda \). One may suggest to transform the operator as well in the definition of spectroscopic amplitudes in order to make them invariant by construction. The transformed operator would have the general form

\[
U(\lambda) a^\dagger_\mu U^\dagger(\lambda) = \sum_q u^\dagger_q(\lambda) a^\dagger_\mu + \sum_{qrs} u^\dagger_{qrs}(\lambda) a^\dagger_q a^\dagger_r a_s + \ldots ,
\]

with the initial conditions \( u^\dagger_q(\lambda_{\text{init}}) = \delta_{q0} \) for the first term and \( u^\dagger_{qrs}(\lambda_{\text{init}}) = 0 \) for the others. Inserting such a form in the definition of the amplitudes would indeed lead to invariant spectroscopic factors and one-body centroid matrix \( \mathbf{h}_{\text{cent}} \) (and thus ESPEs). However, the transformed operator (24) clearly no longer corresponds to the addition of a nucleon in a specific single-particle state. Instead, it is a linear combination of not only
one-particle operators but also two-particle/one-hole operators, three-particle/two-hole operators, etc. This contradicts the initial motivation behind the introduction of spectroscopic one-nucleon addition and removal amplitudes. Indeed, spectroscopic factors and ESPEs inform on the probability and the energy generated by adding and removing a nucleon through a process that involves a single nucleon state at a time, i.e., a pure direct process. If this is not the case, ESPEs no longer reduce to a single nucleon state at a time, i.e., a pure direct process. The centroid matrix

\[ M^{(0)}_{pq}(\lambda) = 0, \]
\[ M^{(1)}_{pq}(\lambda) = -\langle \Psi_{\lambda}^0(\lambda) | \{ [\eta(\lambda), a_p], H(\lambda) \}, a_q^\dagger \rangle + \{ [a_p, H(\lambda)], [\eta(\lambda), a_q^\dagger] \} | \Psi_{\lambda}^0(\lambda) \rangle. \]

Equation (29) demonstrates that sum rule (9) is scale invariant while the centroid matrix \( h_{\text{cent}}^{\text{r}}(\lambda) \) and its eigenvalues \( e_{\text{cent}}^{\text{r}}(\lambda) \) are not. Just as for spectroscopic factors, the latter property underlines the scale dependence of ESPEs, i.e., they “run” with the unitary transformation \( U(\lambda) \), as opposed to true observables.

It is common practice to test the predictions of different nuclear Hamiltonians for nuclei of interest. Ideally, all of these Hamiltonians are equivalent representations of low-energy QCD and describe observables like scattering data with high accuracy. In practice, however, traditional nuclear Hamiltonians have been derived using very different philosophies and theoretical frameworks. While their common link to QCD suggests implicit links between such Hamiltonians, there is no practical way to construct explicit transformations to study these connections. In contrast, the SRG provides a practical framework to build smoothly connected families of unitarily transformed nuclear Hamiltonians, and gives us a systematic handle on the violation of unitarity through truncations that are required in practical applications.

Starting from Eq. (13), it is straightforward to derive the flow equation for an arbitrary moment \( M^{(n)}(\lambda) \).
4. Symmetry transformations

It is worth noting that symmetry transformations of the Hamiltonian associated with a (locally) compact Lie groups whose generators $C_i$ are one-body operators do not induce any running of spectroscopic factors and ESPEs. Using a one-parameter group for simplicity and employing an exponential map to represent the transformation, i.e., $U(\beta) = e^{i\beta C}$, one can show that the transformation of creation and annihilation operators in Fock space reduces to

$$U(\beta) a^+_p U^+(\beta) = \sum_q u_{qp}(\beta) a^+_q, \quad (30a)$$
$$U(\beta) a_p U^+(\beta) = \sum_q u^*_{qp}(\beta) a_q, \quad (30b)$$

where $u_{qp}(\beta) \equiv \langle q|U(\beta)|p \rangle$ is the unitary matrix representing $U(\beta)$ in the one-body Hilbert space $H_1$. In contrast to Eq. (24), a transformed creation (annihilation) operator remains a linear combination of pure one-particle creation (annihilation) operators. In this case, it is straightforward to show that spectroscopic probability matrices and the centroid matrix transform as standard matrices on $H_1$ by using Eq. (30)

$$S_k^{\pm pq}(\beta) = \sum_{rs} u_{pr}^{*}(\beta) S_{k}^{\pm rs} u_{sq}^{*}(\beta), \quad (31a)$$
$$h_{pq}^{\text{cent}}(\beta) = \sum_{rs} u_{pr}^{*}(\beta) h_{pq}^{\text{cent}} u_{sq}(\beta). \quad (31b)$$

By virtue of the unitarity of $u_{qp}(\beta)$, the spectroscopic factors, i.e., the trace of the spectroscopic probability matrices, do not depend on $\beta$. Because $U(\beta)$ is a symmetry of $H$, it is also straightforward to show that $h_{pq}^{\text{cent}}$ is a scalar and thus does not depend on $\beta$ either.

Ultimately, this underlines the fact that we are presently not concerned with symmetry transformations. The transformations we are interested in are, e.g., free-space SRG transformations defined through their generator $\eta(\lambda)$ in such a way that the virtual coupling between low and high momenta is continuously reduced in $H(\lambda)$ (see Ref. [17] for details). Creation and annihilation operators are transformed on Fock space according to the general law (24) and not the simpler transformation (30), which in turn causes spectroscopic factors and ESPEs to run with $\lambda$.

5. Discussion

The scale dependence of ESPEs generated by the flow equation (29b) has significant consequences. Despite the model-independent and physically intuitive character of Baranger’s ESPEs, these quantities are not observable. Like spectroscopic factors, wave-functions or “correlations”, nuclear shells do not qualify as an observable within the frame of quantum mechanics as they can be modified at will under a unitary transformation (while keeping true observables invariant). In that respect, the partitioning provided by Eq. (18) can now be further specified as

$$\begin{align*}
\text{many-body observable} & \quad \text{single-particle components} & \text{correlations} \\
E^+_\mu & \equiv \sum_p s^{+pp}_\mu (\lambda) e^{\text{cent}}_p (\lambda) & + \sum_{pq} s^{+pq}_\mu (\lambda) \Sigma_{\text{dyn}}^{pq} (E^+_\mu, \lambda), \quad (32)
\end{align*}$$

which underlines that such a partitioning is necessarily scale dependent.

An immediate consequence of the above analysis is the realization that extracting the single-particle shell structure and its evolution, e.g., with isospin, from experimental data is an illusory objective. The single-nucleon shell structure only exists within the theoretical framework, given that experimental data determine the Hamiltonian only up to a unitary transformation $U^+(\lambda) U(\lambda) = 1$. Any quantity that intrinsically depends on $\lambda$ is undefined in the empirical world and can only acquire the status of a quasi-observable by fixing arbitrarily (but conveniently) the scale defining the Hamiltonian $H(\lambda)$ employed in the theoretical description. Still, any correlation established between an observable and a quasi-observable in an analysis performed at a particular scale may possibly disappear at another scale (see e.g. the example of Fig. 2).

For instance, the claim that a given one-nucleon addition energy $E^+_\mu$ tracks a specific particle-like ESPE $e^{\text{cent}}_\mu (\lambda)$ contributing to the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (32) can always be altered via a unitary transformation that leaves $E^+_\mu$ unchanged but that reshuffles the weight of the various terms on the right-hand side.

To fully appreciate the consequences of these statements, let us consider two practitioners independently analyzing the same (ideally) complete set of experimental data $\{E^+_\mu; \sigma^\mu_k\}$ obtained from one-nucleon addition

---

9 Simply insert a complete basis of $H_1$ whose states span the irreducible representations of the group in Eq. (31b).

10 The flow equation for the independent-particle-like contribution to one-nucleon separation energies can be easily worked out starting from Eqs. (27) and (29b). As the result is rather lengthy, we do not report it here.
and removal experiments. Let us further postulate that they employ the same exact structure and reaction many-body theories in their analyses but two different, though unitarily equivalent, Hamiltonians \( H(\lambda) \) and \( H(\lambda') \). As Eqs. (28) and (29) demonstrate, the two practitioners will both reproduce experimental observables perfectly, as \( E_k^\pm(\lambda) = E_k^\pm(\lambda') \) and \( \sigma_k^\pm(\lambda) = \sigma_k^\pm(\lambda') \), and fulfill sum-rule (9). However, they will extract two different sets of nuclear shell energies and spectroscopic factors given that \( c^\text{cent}_k(\lambda) \neq c^\text{cent}_k(\lambda') \) and \( SF_k^\pm(\lambda) \neq SF_k^\pm(\lambda') \). This must be recognized prior to discussing any additional issue associated with approximations that necessarily come into play in practice. If not, the two practitioners are likely to conclude that the difference in the extracted shell energies and spectroscopic factors reflect those unavoidable approximations instead of realizing that in a perfect world they should obtain different results. We also note that the results can be compared directly (up to approximation uncertainties) if both practitioners agree on a scale and use transformation methods like the SRG to transform their results to this agreed-upon scale. This is a well-known application of RG methods, and common practice in the discussion of parton distribution functions in hadronic physics, e.g. see Ref. [16].

III. ILLUSTRATIONS

A. Many-body calculations

We perform many-body calculations for oxygen isotopes via state-of-the-art multi-reference in-medium SRG (MR-IM-SRG) [44–47] and self-consistent Gorkov Green’s function many-body methods [30, 31]. From MR-IM-SRG we compute ground-state binding energies of even-even isotopes and associated ESPEs. The same quantities are computed from G-SCGF along with one-nucleon addition and removal energies to eigenstates of the neighboring odd isotopes and their associated spectroscopic factors. Calculations employ a starting Hamiltonian containing a \( N^3\text{LO} \) \(^{11}\) 2N chiral interaction with a regularization cutoff \( \Lambda_{\mathrm{2N}}=500 \text{ MeV} \) [32] and a local \( N^2\text{LO} \) 3N interaction [48] with a regularization cutoff \( \Lambda_{\mathrm{3N}}=400 \text{ MeV} \). The 3N interaction low-energy constants \( c_D=-0.2 \) and \( c_E=0.098 \) are taken from a fit to the ground-state energy and the \( \beta \)-decay half-life of \( A=3 \) systems [49]. Calculations are performed in model spaces of 14 (G-SCGF) and 15 (MR-IM-SRG) HO shells, respectively, which guarantees convergence with respect to the single-particle basis size to within 0.1%. To manage the storage requirements of the 3N matrix elements, we only include configurations with \( N_1+N_2+N_3 \leq N^\text{max}_{3N} = 16 \) (G-SCGF) and 14 (MR-IM-SRG), where \( N_i \equiv (2n_i + l + 1) \) are HO single-particle energy quantum numbers. Uncertainties of G-SCGF and MR-IM-SRG due to \( N^\text{max}_{3N} \) in the oxygen isotopes are significantly below 1%, as discussed in Refs. [50] and [45, 46], respectively.

The MR-IM-SRG calculations are performed in the so-called MR-IM-SRG(2) approximation that leads to well converged results from the many-body perspective [46], at least as long as one employs interactions with low-momentum resolution scales. The G-SCGF calculations are performed at self-consistent second order [30] in the Sc0 approximation [51] that leads to well-converged results for relative quantities [31] if low-momentum interactions are used.

Our objective is to apply a sequence of SRG transformations \( U(\lambda) \) to the starting chiral Hamiltonian and study the resulting variation of the quantities of interest. Ideally, we would like to vary \( \lambda \) over the largest possible interval of values, i.e. from \( \lambda_{\text{init}} \) to 0. As illustrated in Sec. IIIIB below, we face two difficulties that result in breaking the unitarity of \( U(\lambda) \), which complicates the illustration of the scale-dependence that is our main concern in the present work. On the one hand, many-body forces induced by the transformation need to be truncated beyond three-body operators when computing a \( A \)-body system with \( A>3 \). Technical limitations currently restrict free-space SRG transformation to relative two- and three-body Hilbert spaces [52–55], and the inclusion of four- and higher many-body forces in many-body calculations is an even bigger technical challenge. In order to prevent this truncation from inducing a too-significant breaking of unitarity, we have to keep the scale \( \lambda \) of the Hamiltonian sufficiently large. On the other hand, the employed ab initio methods introduce truncations of the many-body expansion. At their current level of implementation, the resolution scale \( \lambda \) of the Hamiltonian must be sufficiently small to ensure that the contribution of the truncated terms of the many-body expansion does not exceed the desired accuracy for the calculated observables, which is on the level of 2-3% in oxygen. To accommodate these two opposing constraints, we are currently forced to work in a limited interval of resolution scales encompassing the three values \( \lambda=1.88, 2.00, 2.24 \text{ fm}^{-1} \) used in this work. Nevertheless, we will demonstrate below that this range is sufficient to illustrate the formal arguments provided above. Obviously, the quality of the illustrations proposed below can be improved in the future if (i) the SRG transformation can be conducted in Hilbert spaces \( \mathcal{H}_A \) with \( A>3 \), (ii) four- and higher-body forces can be handled in many-body calculations and if (ii) the many-body truncations enforced within MR-IM-SRG and G-SCGF theories reach a maturity ensuring the convergence of calculations based on Hamiltonians characterized by a large resolution scale \( \lambda \).

B. Breaking unitarity

In order to qualify the intrinsic running of non-observable ESPEs and spectroscopic factors, one must quantify the (presently) unavoidable, though artificial,
Providing the results obtained while only retaining 2N interactions. Panel (b): G-SCGF second-order results without action and incorporating both starting and induced 3N in-HFB calculation for two cases: keeping the sole 2N interaction and including the 3N operator (and/or by de-(iii) truncation, we perform HFB and G-SCGF calculations using the SRG-evolved 2N and 2N+3N Hamiltonians, and compile results from all four variants in Fig. 5, covering energies from −48 MeV to +10 MeV. Let us now list the main lessons one can learn from these results.

C. Nuclear shell energies

First, we compare one-nucleon separation energies $E_k^\pm$ with absolute ESPEs $e^{\text{cent}}_P$ in $^{16,20,22,24}$O. For each spin and parity, we consider the separation energy of the state with the dominant strength\textsuperscript{14}. As in the previous section, we perform HFB and G-SCGF calculations using the SRG-evolved 2N and 2N+3N Hamiltonians, and compile results from all four variants in Fig. 5, covering energies from −48 MeV to +10 MeV. Let us now list the main lessons one can learn from these results.

\textsuperscript{12} Providing the results obtained while only retaining 2N interaction also allows to relate to the calculations that were possible at the time where Ref. [13] was published and illustrate the benefit brought about by the inclusion of three-body forces in coupled-cluster, self-consistent Green’s function and in-medium similarity renormalization group that was achieved in the meantime [31, 46, 56–61].

\textsuperscript{13} The most meaningful comparisons (not given here) would consist in having the calculation keeping 2N and 3N operators while omitting the original 3N interaction in the chiral Hamiltonian [31, 46, 57–61]. In the present case we only interpret as indicative the reduction of the running with $\lambda$ because the calculation contains the original 3N interaction in addition to the induced one.

\textsuperscript{14} The two visible 5/2$^+$ levels in $^{20}$O actually correspond to two different states with similar strength. The fact that two states with equal strength appear near the Fermi energy is characteristic of the superfluid and open-shell nature of $^{20}$O.
Combining panels (a) and (b), one can appreciate the significant reduction of the artificial scale dependence of all one-nucleon separation energies obtained by keeping 3N operators in the Hamiltonian and/or by going from HFB to second-order G-SCGF.

The running of ESPEs is qualitatively different and quantitatively larger than for observable one-nucleon separation energies. This is particularly clear for the 2N+3N Hamiltonian: While the average spread of all displayed separation energies is equal to 0.2 MeV for $\lambda \in [1.88, 2.24]$ fm$^{-1}$, the average spread of ESPEs is equal to 1.1 MeV. The distribution of those spreads is shown in detail in Fig. 6.

While the spread of ESPEs is qualitatively different and quantitatively larger than that of observable one-nucleon separation energies, it is worth mentioning that the latter are much more sensitive to correlations than the former. Indeed, while the values of a given separation energy computed for $\lambda \in [1.88, 2.24]$ fm$^{-1}$ converge towards one another when going from HFB to self-consistent second-order, each of them does so by changing significantly on an absolute scale. This systematic convergence of the one-nucleon separation energies computed for three different scales to a common value as one improves the many-body treatment is not fortuitous but rather reflects the intrinsic scale independence of these observables. This trend is qualitatively different for ESPEs whose genuine spread ultimately remains similar (and significant) when going from HFB to self-consistent second-order.

Second, we compare in Fig. 7 HFB and MR-IM-SRG(2) results for the so-called two-neutron shell gap and the ESPE gap across the Fermi energy, focusing on the nuclei $^{14,16,22,24}$O that display good closed sub-shell character for the 2N+3N Hamiltonian (e.g., there is no pairing at the HFB level). The observable two-neutron shell gap and the ESPE gap are defined through [63, 64]

$$\delta_{2n}(N, Z) \equiv \frac{1}{2} \left( E(N+2, Z) - 2E(N, Z) + E(N-2, Z) \right),$$

(33)

and

$$\Delta e_{\text{cent}}(N, Z) \equiv e_{p_{\text{cent}}}(N, Z) - e_{h_{\text{cent}}}(N, Z),$$

(34)

FIG. 5. (Color online) One-neutron separation energies with dominant spectroscopic factors versus neutron ESPEs in $^{16,20,22,24}$O. Each level is displayed for $\lambda = 1.88$ (open symbols), 2.00 (crosses), and 2.24 fm$^{-1}$ (filled symbols). Results are displayed for both HFB and second-order G-SCGF calculations. Panel (a): one- and two-body operators are retained in the initial and transformed Hamiltonians. Panel (b): one-, two-, and three-body operators are retained in the initial and transformed Hamiltonians.
respectively. By definition $c_{h}^{\text{cent}}(N,Z)$ ($c_{p}^{\text{cent}}(N,Z)$) denotes the ESPE energy of the last occupied (first empty) shell obtained via a naive, i.e. non interacting, filling of those shells for the even-even system with $N$ neutrons and $Z$ protons. Disregarding the change in the single-particle wave functions when going from $N$ to $N \pm 2$ nuclei, along with the interaction between the added (removed) two neutrons, it is easy to see that $\delta_{2n}(N,Z)$ and $\Delta c_{\text{cent}}(N,Z)$ are equal in the HF limit. This is the reason why the former observable is often compared to the latter non observable ESPE gap.

The main lessons to retain from Fig. 7 are similar to before.

- As expected from good doubly-closed shell systems, the ESPE Fermi gap captures the two-neutron shell gap quantitatively at the mean-field, i.e. HFB, level independently of the scale used. Contrarily, this is not at all the case at the MR-IM-SRG(2), i.e. correlated, level. This is typical of ab-initio theoretical schemes where the dynamics of all nucleons is treated on the same footing, as was already exemplified above for one-nucleon separation energies from second-order G-SCGF calculations as well as from CC calculations at the singles and doubles level in Ref. [13].

- The scale dependence of the ESPE Fermi gap is qualitatively different and systematically larger than the artificial running of the two-neutron shell gap, thus illustrating the non-observable (observable) nature of the former (latter). The scale dependence of $\delta_{2n}(N,Z)$ is reduced systematically from $600 – 700$ keV to $200$ keV by going from HFB to MR-IM-SRG(2), with the exception of $^{14}$O, where the $\delta_{2n}(N,Z)$ obtained from HFB and MR-IM-SRG(2) are both $\sim 850$ keV. In contrast, the scale dependence of the ESPE Fermi gap grows from $400 – 600$ keV to $1.5 – 2.8$ MeV in $^{14,16,22}$O as we go from HFB to MR-IM-SRG(2)$^{15}$.

The above results constitute the best illustration currently allowed by state-of-the-art many-body calculations of the scale dependence of nuclear shell energies. While we consider this illustration to be already striking, its quality will keep improving over the coming years, as already mentioned in Sect. III.B.

---

$^{15}$ Superficially, the increase in the scale dependence is even more severe for $^{24}$O, where the gap increases from $40$ keV to $1$ MeV. However, continuum effects, which are currently only taken into account through the crude discretization provided by the HO basis, should be especially important in that nucleus.
Let us also briefly illustrate the non-observable character of spectroscopic factors. To do so, spectroscopic factors associated with one-neutron addition and removal processes on the ground states of $^{14,16,18,20,22,24}$O computed as a function of the associated separation energy. For each final state, results obtained for $\lambda = 1.88, 2.00, 2.24 \text{ fm}^{-1}$ are joined by solid lines. One-, two-, and three-body operators are retained in the (initial and) transformed Hamiltonians. Panel (a): results obtained at the HFB level. Panel (b): results obtained from second-order G-SCGF calculations.

D. Spectroscopic factors

The picture is different in Fig. 8(b), where results from second-order G-SCGF calculations are compiled. There is less variation along the horizontal axis than in the HFB case because the improved many-body treatment reduces the scale dependence of the observable one-neutron separation energies (cf. Fig. 5). Due to the inclusion of dynamical correlations, the spectroscopic strength is now fragmented. For certain states, in particular the $1/2^-$ and $3/2^-$ states, the vertical spread becomes visible and indicates that the details of this fragmentation depend on the resolution scale $\lambda$ (while the associated separation energy does not). By improving the treatment of the many-body problem through switching from HFB to G-SCGF, we have thus slightly increased the scale dependence of some of the non-observable spectroscopic factors significantly. Still, a larger range of $\lambda$ values will have to be used in order to generate any significant and systematic scale dependence.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The present work is dedicated to specifying and illustrating the non-observable nature of the one-nucleon shell structure. After a formal demonstration, state-of-the-art multi-reference in-medium similarity renormalization group and self-consistent Gorkov Green’s function many-body calculations based on chiral two- and three-nucleon interactions are employed to illustrate that, as opposed to observable quantities, nuclear shell energies run under unitary similarity renormalization group transformations of the Hamiltonian parameterized by the resolution scale $\lambda$. In practice, the unitarity of the similarity transformations is broken due to the omission of induced many-body interactions in the present framework, and the approximate treatment of the Schrödinger equation. The impact of this breaking is first characterized by quantifying the (artificial) running of observables over a necessarily) finite interval of $\lambda$ values. Then, the (genuine) running of ESPEs is characterized and shown to be convincingly larger than that of observables (which would be zero in an exact calculation).

The non-observable nature of the nuclear shell structure, i.e., the fact that it constitutes an intrinsically theoretical object with no counterpart in the empirical world, must be recognized and assimilated. Indeed, the shell structure cannot be extracted from experimental data; hence it cannot be talked about in an absolute sense as it depends on the non-observable resolution scale employed in the theoretical calculation. Consequently, correlations that one may establish between observables, e.g., first $2^+$ excitation energies or one-nucleon separation energies, and features of the shell structure, e.g., the size of the particle-hole gap at the Fermi energy, depend on the resolution scale. It is only at the price of fixing arbitrarily (but conveniently!) the resolution scale in the
theoretical framework that one can establish and utilize such correlations. To some extent, fixing the resolution scale provides ESPES (and spectroscopic factors) with a quasi-observable character.

Ultimately, practitioners can refer to nuclear shells and spectroscopic factors in their analyses of nuclear phenomena. This however requires that it is done on the basis of a well defined theoretical scheme, i.e. well specified degrees of freedom combined with a Hamiltonian characterized by a fixed resolution scale. It is mandatory to perform comparisons from one nucleus to the other or from one practitioner to the other on the basis of that very same theoretical scheme. Incidentally, this also necessitates to use consistent structure and reaction theoretical schemes, i.e. structure and reaction theories based on the same degrees of freedom and the same fixed Hamiltonian, eventually employing the same approximations within that many-body scheme. This is of course a very challenging task for the future. Still, it indicates that, from the perspective of future theoretical developments, there is not much value in combining, e.g., high-quality ab initio nuclear structure quantities with inconsistent nuclear reaction theories. The focus should rather be on consistency as there is more value in developing less advanced, e.g. less ab initio, structure and reaction theories as long as the degrees of freedom, the many-body truncation schemes and the nuclear Hamiltonian underlying both are consistent.
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